HARMONIZED SYSTEM - ARTICLE XXVIII NEGOTIATIONS

Submission of Documentation

Schedule XXI - Indonesia

Addendum

The Permanent Mission of Indonesia has forwarded to the secretariat a revised version of its HS documentation related to the transposition of Schedule XXI. This includes:

Annex II Revised - Proposed Schedule XXI - Indonesia

It should be noted that, in Annex II, the indication given in column 4 should be transferred into column 6. This will be corrected when the final version of Schedule XXI - Indonesia will be established.

Annex III Revised - Cross reference from the existing to the proposed Schedule of Indonesia

Annex IV Revised - Cross reference from the proposed to the existing Schedule of Indonesia

The Permanent Mission of Indonesia has advised the secretariat that the Indonesian Government has revised its HS documentation in order to comply with its commitment to maintain as much as possible the neutrality of the transposition, and that it is ready to enter into negotiations or consultations under the relevant provisions of Article XXVIII.

Any contracting party which considers that it has an interest in a concession should transmit a communication in writing to that effect within ninety days to the Permanent Mission of the Republic of Indonesia, with a copy to GATT secretariat. To expedite negotiations or consultations, such a communication should preferably include the products and item numbers in question.

1 Documentation in English only